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Stock Selection via AI

Today we’ll showcase a methodology to utilize AI to identify new stock opportunities

1. Today

2. Tomorrow



Stock Selection via AI - Today
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Stock Selection via AI – Tomorrow, leveraging Knowledge Graph connections
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How we’re building a Knowledge Graph
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Questions you can ask

Who are the key suppliers / customers of AAPL?

Which among these are sensitive to rising commodity costs?

Which among these have sold off the most in the last year?

Is there any stock with P/E below 15 among them?
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A guide to idea discovery and basket construction

Idea 
Discovery

Basket 
Construction



Thank you

Giuseppe Sette
giuseppe@toggle.ai

TURN ON INSIGHTS. TURN OFF NOISE



Disclaimer
Note that past performance is not indicative of future performance
TOGGLE email briefings, newsletters, alerts, insights, and similar publications "Publications" do 
not reflect any opinions of TOGGLE or its affiliates. Publications are meant for informational 
purposes only, are not intended to serve as a recommendation to buy or sell any security in a 
brokerage account or any platform and are not an offer or sale of a security nor an endorsement 
or advertisement of the same. While TOGGLE seeks to ensure the accuracy of the information it 
presents, it has no obligation and shall not be liable for errors in any data, information, or 
Publications accessible through TOGGLE products or services. All investments involve risk, and 
the past performance of a security or financial product does not guarantee future results or 
returns. TOGGLE is not a broker-dealer nor an investment adviser, and makes no representations 
or warranties, express or implied, and disclaims any and all warranties with respect to any 
information accessible via any TOGGLE Publications or TOGGLE data.
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